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The mission of Southeastern Louisiana University is to lead the educational, 
economic and cultural development of southeast Louisiana.  Core values of 
Southeastern are as follows: Excellence, Caring, Community, Diversity, Integrity, 
Learning, Scholarship, and Service. 
(http://www.selu.edu/Academics/Provost/Planning/Vision2005/2005sp.htm) 
 
The mission of the Southeastern Louisiana University Mathematics Department 
primarily focuses upon undergraduate mathematics education. Since mathematics 
forms an integral portion of the core general education requirements of every 
degree program at Southeastern, the Department is committed to providing 
quality and innovative mathematics instruction to all our students. We also focus 
upon research activities leading to research experiences for undergraduate 
students and publications in international scholarly journals, outreach to regional 
public schools, and grant initiatives.  
 
The vision of Mathematics degree programs it to continually develop dynamic 
curricula that will provide students with the opportunity to develop their 
analytical thinking, quantitative reasoning, and problem-solving skills that will 
prepare them to succeed in either graduate school or in a variety of careers in 
business, industry, government, or teaching. Currently there are 130 majors in 
Mathematics, including those majoring in Mathematics as well as Mathematics 
Education.  
 
One of our priorities is to provide undergraduate research experiences for our 
students. In recent years, six projects have resulted in student presentations at 
professional meetings, and three of those have received awards. Four student 
projects in the past four years have resulted in student publication in peer-
reviewed journals.  

 
Our Mathematics Education graduates have obtained employment in multiple 
school districts across southeastern Louisiana. Many Mathematics graduates 
choose to further their education by pursuing graduate degrees in mathematics, 
computer science, engineering, statistics, biostatistics, business, meteorology, and 
the United States military academies. Other Mathematics graduates have obtained 
employment in the following fields:  

• Government auditors (State of Louisiana) 
• Systems analyst (various regional businesses) 
• Software engineering (various regional businesses) 
• Insurance analyst  (State Farm) 
• Industrial mathematics (Gainey Concrete Products) 

 


